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About This Game

Second Coming is a sci-fi cartoon gamebook with turn-based 3D battles (xcom-style). It is a sci-fi adventure where you and
your team explore an alien ship and uncovers its secrets. This game will appeal to both gamebook enthusiasts as more traditional
gamers - extending the gamebook format with digital effects and narration. The story explores the concept of origin of life and

alien civilizations.
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They Have Waited

As an alien ships approaches and make landfall on earth - prophets are interpreting a signal from the ship as "I am Messiah".
Linking the ship to the Second Coming of the Messiah. Proclaiming salvation to be at hand in a time when the earth’s resources

are running scarce and the earth most need it.

The Origin Of Life

The task force assembled to investigate the alien ship however makes frightening discoveries that links the ship to the origin of
life - believing it to be some kind of ark that carries life across the universe to seed worlds. As the enter they ship they

encounter a sign that reads "Eden" written in ancient script. But what are the alien’s intention and are they really linked to
creation? Or are they just sinister beings that collect lifeforms for their own entertainment?

Revelations
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What awaits them are not like anything they have ever seen before. It will be a thought provoking journey through alien
environments - searching for the beings that control the alien ship and a secret far older than mankind.
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Title: Second Coming
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Seen in a Dream, KLURA Design
Publisher:
Seen in a Dream
Release Date: 8 Apr, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2 GHz Dual Core

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8600 GT / ATI Radeon HD 2600 XT or greater

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible

English
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Fantastically addicting. Best game to have minimized at work and reopen and play again once no one else is looking.
Work Productivity: 0\/10
Work Satisfaction: 10\/10. This game gave me a new fetish: banging on walls to hear girls moaning.

Would wall bang again 10/10

Now, the more serious part.
The game has its ups and downs.

Pros:
- cute girls, there's like every type of girl for everybody
- the dungeons are well made, I like the design
- combat system is simple and easy to understand
- fully voice acting...and a lot of cute moaning :P

Cons:
- crashes, many many crashes, I have to save often just to be sure I won't lose progress because the game will crash or freeze on
me
- dungeon monsters are pretty tough and requires a lot of grinding to beat them, bosses are way easier to defeat compared to the
regular monsters, seems kind of unbalanced?

Overall I love the game, if you're into anime, you like cute girls and you like RPGs/dungeon crawlers, give it a try.. They need to
change the way you move and turn. fun in 2d and 3d. There's a gem of a building sim hidden under the mud.. Okay...it's
interesting, I'll give it that. You've got two points that (when activated) either attract or push away the ball, which you'll need to
guide through mazes. The unusualness makes it relatively easy to learn and hard to master. So there's a challenge to it as well.

The thing is: as far as minimalistic goes, this one really goes LOW. No story or narrative, no music, only the most basic sounds,
not even backgrounds. Levels barely have a curve and aren't designed in interesting ways. Everything is bland and uninteresting,
even by abstract game standards. Yes, by the price tag, you can't exactly expect gorgeous graphics, but games like nightsky or
duet do similar things but are rounded a lot better.

All in all, when I look at this game, I get the impression that this was just dabbling in the possibilities of a game editor. It's in no
way a BAD end result, and with proper care and handling it has potential to even be a good game. But this is just the bare, bare
minimum one could expect. And as such, I would suggest other games. Or this one in a
huge\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665remastered version. :P
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ne interesno. still confuse who's bigger
coconut or cinnamon.
( \u0361\u00b0 \u035c\u0296 \u0361\u00b0). I really like this game, it reminds me of an old card-based one called Scrolls. I
really like that you can engage in battles individually, in additon to all the regular turn-based strategy. It's a great combination,
and the tutorial gives you a great start. Love the setting, look n feel, and music too!. Hey guys! If you wondering if this game is
worth it's price you can see my gameplay in link below. Its simple first 30min of game, with more to come.
So far game seems very fun.

I'm planning on doing more in depth early impression and will update this review when it's ready.

https://youtu.be/MTdqt8liOlQ. I'm stunned by SpaceBourne's amazing graphics both in stations and in space. The visual effects
are great too.
The story is well written as well, it makes you stay on the game and go ahead and see that other guy blown to pieces in space.
But I also love the open world, ability to wander off, take on some side quests, mine & trade. You can take a break from the
main storyline whenever you like, trying to get a better ship & better equipment.

This seems to be an early access done right, with the release date only a couple of months away with no game-breaking bugs etc.
I also love it that the dev is super responsive and willing to add new things to the game suggested by the community. I urge
anyone to check out their discord channel, it has a great community.. Where is the third part of the series?. THIS GAME IS SO
GOOD. Really great storytelling, everything you do has an impact. GET IT

There is a relaunched Kickstarter with a demo up, go check it out::
There is a Kickstarter with a 2-level demo up, go check it out at:

https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/158432866/second-coming-relaunch. BETA 1.1 released:
Some bugfixes, more coming in next beta.. Bug Fix update:
We have released a bug fix update for the game, there will probably be another bugfix-update. But after that, Episode 3 with 10
new stages are coming to move the story forward.. Summers gone, episode coming!:
Summers gone and we have the new episode in the works, after that there is just one more episode to complete the story and we
will release as full game.

There will however be updates such as new levels to make the game longer and possible other stuff as well.

It's fun to work on games, but we are only doing it part time, so it takes a little bit longer than it would otherwise. But we will
make it as good as we can. Just wait until you see the alien-human-hyrid, the unfolding of the story and a bunch of other really
fun stuff we will show you really soon.. In the pipeline:
We are a small team with lots of commitments, but we do have the first bug-fix pack planned for release in the upcoming
weeks, and a new content update coming this year. Hopefully our new mini campaign, but at least a few new maps if we don't
manage to complete the mini campaign. We also want the fighting to become more strategical.

We have great ideas for improvements, but are limited in time and money. Nevertheless we hope to make this title really great.. 
Upcoming Alien-Human hybrid model:
Take a look at the Alien-human hybrid currently under development by Klura Design for the game. This is what happens to
humans who stumble upon some versions of the Alien BioSpor.
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. Beta 1.6 released:
Been a couple of betas now, we are currently at Beta 1.6. Very close to final release. There will be more content coming after
release from early access as well.. PC Demo for game is up, Mac demo to come next!:
There is now a PC Demo that can be downloaded. It contains the two first levels of the game. A Mac demo will come. Check
back soon!
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